## Preface

### 1. What Is Data Governance?

- What Data Governance Involves
- Holistic Approach to Data Governance
- Enhancing Trust in Data
- Classification and Access Control
- Data Governance Versus Data Enablement and Data Security
- Why Data Governance Is Becoming More Important
  - The Size of Data Is Growing
  - The Number of People Working and/or Viewing the Data Has Grown Exponentially
  - Methods of Data Collection Have Advanced
  - More Kinds of Data (Including More Sensitive Data) Are Now Being Collected
  - The Use Cases for Data Have Expanded
  - New Regulations and Laws Around the Treatment of Data
  - Ethical Concerns Around the Use of Data

### Examples of Data Governance in Action

- Managing Discoverability, Security, and Accountability
- Improving Data Quality
- The Business Value of Data Governance
  - Fostering Innovation
  - The Tension Between Data Governance and Democratizing Data Analysis
  - Manage Risk (Theft, Misuse, Data Corruption)
  - Regulatory Compliance
- Considerations for Organizations as They Think About Data Governance
- Why Data Governance Is Easier in the Public Cloud
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